Assuming that the closed-loop system is asympt,otica.lly stable for all constant linear feedback with k ( t ) = K C (0, w ) , the problem is to find condit,ions to guarantee the absolute stability of the null solution of (1) when k ( t ) C ( 0 ,~ ) and +(u) belongs to any one of the preceding clmses. 1) A causal (or nonant,icipative) system is one whose response to an impulse applied a.t t = 0 is nonzero for
monotonic, and power law. The stability multiplier contains causal and noncausal terms; for absolute stability, the latter give rise to a lower bound (which is believed to be new) on where A is an n. X 12. (constant,) stable matrix; b,c,x (state) are 77. x 1 vectors; u the output of the system is a scalar. The time-varying gain k ( t ) is assumed to be cont,inuous a.nd bounded; for convenience, it is allowed to belong to t.he infinite sector or 0 < E I k ( t ) < m . The transfer function of the syst.em is G(s) = c'(s1 -A)-%.
+(a) is a memoryleas continuous nonlinearity satisfying in general t,he conditions +(O) = 0, u+(u) > 0, for all # 0. This class of functions is denoted by P, i.e., +(u) C P.
For simplicit,y in the proofs of the theorems it. is assumed t.hat there exist positive constants 121 (however small) and h? such t.ha.t~ [lo] .)
Assuming that the closed-loop system is asympt,otica.lly stable for all constant linear feedback with k ( t ) = K C (0, w ) , the problem is to find condit,ions to guarantee the absolute stability of the null solution of (1) when k ( t ) C ( 0 ,~ ) and +(u) belongs to any one of the preceding clmses.
1) A causal (or nonant,icipative) system is one whose response to an impulse applied a.t t = 0 is nonzero for t 2 0 and zero for t < 0 ; the conlplex-frequency function of such a syst,em is said to be causal.
It is to be noted t,hat passive systems (or systems nit.h a positive real impedance funct,ion) are necessarily causal.
2 ) A noncallsal (or anticipative) system is one whose response to an impulse applied a t t = 0 is nonzero for t 5 0 and zero for t > 0; the complex-frequency function of such a syst.em is said to be noncausal.
Historical Credits
It appears from a survey of literature that Popov's approach [l] has not been applied to the present problem. Using Zames' positive operator theory
[2], Cho and Sarendra [3], a,nd in a Lyapunov framework, Narendra a,nd Taylor [4] derived abso1ut.e stability condit.ions in terms of positive real (or causal) mukipliers and a local bound on clh-/dt (n-hich depends upon 4 ( u ) and t.he multiplier employed). But they do not consider a nonca,usal multiplier and hence their results are less general than those presented in Section 111.
Major contents of this paper are the following.
1)
A new method is presented for establishing the nonnegativeness of the integral
nith Z t.he operator representation of the multiplier chosen. This met,hod easily accommodates noncausal operators in contrast wit.h Zames' [3] and Narendra a.nd Taylor's [4] approaches.
2) Theorems 3 and 4 are presented (in Section 111), which contain in part a. special noncausal mult.iplier. The resulting additional lower bound on dk/dt appears to be the first of its kind.
The paper is divided into two main parts: t,he first part introduces the Popov approa.ch and deals 1i-it.h causal multipliers; Theorem 1, containing an R L R C multiplier, is proved in det,ail to provide motivat.ion for the second part, which deals with carnal and noncausal multipliers.
The proofs of the main results (Theorems 3 and 4) do not differ very much from the proof of Theorem 1 ; therefore, only the necessary cha.ngm are indicated.
SOLUTIOX OF THE M A I X PROBLEM-CAUSAL MULTIPLIER

A. Introduction to Popov Approach
The integral equation representation of the system is
The a.bsolute stability of the null solution (SS) of ( 5 ) implies the absolute stability of the iSS of (1). It is obvious t,hat a knowledge of t,he behayior of u ( t ) enables one to deduce the beha.vior of x ( t ) from (Sa); for example, if u ( t ) is bounded, so is x ( t ) , that is, all 6he components of x ( t ) are bounded; if u ( t ) tends to zero, so do t,he component,s of x ( t ) .
The method used by Popov [l] is to obtain an integral inequality of the form
where a ( T ) , b (F) , and d ( r ) are continuous funct,ions zero in the origin, the first two functions being monotonically increasing. From inequality (G) , the absolute stability of the S S of (1) can be proved [l] .
I n order to realize the integral inequalit). of the desired form (6), a quadratic functional p ( T ) is considered in u for which one seeks, firstly, a lon-er bound of the form Also, for the same reason, t.here exists a, constant r 2 > 0 such that I f ( t ) [ 
Consequently, t,he Fourier transforms G ( j w ) and F ( j w ) of g(t) and f ( t ) , respectively, exist. 
8~( t -
is positive (except for a constant term of the form
Ppooj:
and
Integrate the second term by parts t.o get
n-hich is positive (except for the last constant term) if (8) is sat.isfied.
Q.E.D.
Lemnn 2 For @ ( u ) C P-11: the integral
is nonnegative (except for a constant term of the form or (12)
Adding to and subtracting from (11) the expression
The first integral of (13) is nonnegative in virtue of ( 2 ) ; the second integral on using (12) becomes 
The proof of the folloming lemma. is based on (3) and is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.
Lemma 3
For t$ (c) C PMO, the integral
Corollary: For 4(a) C PMO, the integral
1 dt is nonnegative (except for a constant term of the form d l ( / a(0) I) in (7)) if (10) a.nd (16) a.re simultaneously satisfied.
The follon-ing two lemmas are extensions of the results found in Popov [l] ; the proofs are omitted here.
Lemma 4
If I f(t) I 5 rp exp (-rot), nith r2, TO > 0, then there exists a constant R1 independent of T such that 
C . Absolu.te Stability
Based on the preceding preliminaries, the absolute st.ability conditions for ( 5 ) are derived assuming that 4 ( u ) C P ,~o . The stability multiplier, being then an RC-RL impedance, contains as special cases the multipliers for $(u) C P and 4 (u) C P u . Therefore, when 4 ( u ) C P or P,+f, Theorem 1 holds after casting out the inadmissible terms from the multiplier. The functions z1(s) and zz(s) are as defined in (9) and (15), respectively.
Theorem 1
The system governed by (5) 
i Proof: 
Consider the left-hand side of the inequality ( 2 2 ) : from Lemma. 1, sat.isfaction of ( 8 ) gua.rant,ees the positiveness of the first integral. Let
The second int,egral of (X!) is nonnegat.ire (from Corollary of Lemma 3) if (10) and (16) a,re simultaneously satisfied. AS for t,he right-hand side of ( 2 ) , Lemma 4
gives its upper bound in the inequality (17). S0t.e that, for a general +(u) C E': 0 < 6, , , 5 X .
Consequently, (22) becomes [ e l ( f ) + ( u ) u c Z t + B k ( T ) @ ( u ( T ) )
esis b) accordingly rea.ds
Note t,hat, for +(u) C P J~, 0 < 6max 5 1.
D. Poww L a w Nonlinearity (Class PpmO)
Preliminaries: In view of t.he inequality (2) characterizing +(a) c Pprno, Lemma 2 holds here, but. Lemma 3 needs modification, as it is based on (3) instead of (4). The proof is sinlilar to that of Lemma 3.
Lemma G
For +(u) C Ppmo, the integral
is nonnegative (except for a constant term of the form 
Theorem 2
The system governed by (5) which describes a nonca,usal system. The Fourier transform exists and is equal to
cyk(t) -P(dk/dt)6,]4(u)udt
so t,hat Ila = x i qJlia. 
its posit,ive ma.ximum urnas+ or its negative maximum 0
umns-). R.ecalling that
If +(u) C Pw, the first integral of (31) is nonnegat.ive in virt,ue of ( 2 ) . The second integral of (31), on using (30)
a.nd integrating by parts, gives for the tern1 is nonnegative by virt,ue of the fact that @(u) C P. The
C -~& ( T ) @ (~~( T ) ) / t i -(35)
folloning is a summary of the preceding findings. for a conshnt term of the form dl (I u 
4) Consider the noncausal impulse response function
The Fourier transform exists and is given by
(41)
a'
The proof of the following result is similar to that of Result 1 and is hence omitted.
Result 2
When +(u) C P ,~o , the integral (with O C ,~ > 0, and T so chosen that. u at.tains its mkximum value urnax a t t = T )
I0.a = [ s ( t ) 4 ( u ) [ Q g + B(clu/dt) + Z,%(t)] clt
is posit-ive (except for a const.ant term of the form
A combination of Lemmas 1-3 and Results 1 and 8 yields the following.
Result 3 i i
When + ( u ) C P~uo, the int.egra1 (mit.h a$ > 0, and T so chosen tha.t u ( t ) att,a.ins i6s maximum value a t t = T )
is positive (except for a constant tern1 of the form 
I[k(t)4(u)I(-&'
+ Z~u ) J ( t ) l d t ! I R1' OgtST sup I u ( t ) l .
(43)
Proof: The proof is similar to t.hat. found in Popov 111.
B. X a i n Results
Having set,tled t,he preliminaries, a major result (Theorem 3) of t,his section can be sta,ted. This t,heorem, believed to be new, shows that the price to be paid for the introduction of a. noncausal function int,o t.he sta,bility multiplier is a lower bound on dk/dt. Theorem 3 includes Theorem 1 as a special case. When 4(u) C P.11, the theorem still holds after casting out inadmissible terms from t,he mult,iplier. a,) Re x ( ju) G( ju) 1 0, for all real a, and for some
Proof: It is similar t.0 the proof of Theorem 1. The point,s of departure are 1) the negative terns due to 2 1 a a.nd Z 2 a are to be dominated by the positive contribution of ps (see preliminary results) ; 2) Lemma 7 is to be taken into account.
;Is in the proof of Theorem 1, hypothesis a ) leads to the inequalit,y
the constant R1 being independent of T . 
I (46)
O<tjT from which stability and asymptotic stability of u ( t ) ensue as in Popov's proof [I] .
Corollary: If + ( u ) c P M , the terms x2 (s) and zga (s) are inadmissible in t,he multiplier. Hypothesis b) accordingly reads
C. Potter Law Norzli.nearity
The present, aim is to include zIa(s) and zza (s) in the multiplier of Theorem 2. By doing so, Theorem 3 is generalized.
Because the property ( 2 ) of +( u ) is conmon for both
holds for + ( u ) C Ppmo. As regards zja(s), an analysis similar to the one leading to Result 2 gives the following.
Resulf 4
When + ( u ) C Ppnlo and e # 0, the integral (with a$ > 0 and T chosen so as to make ~( t ) attain its maximum a t f = T )
A combination of the Corollary to Lenlnla Gt Result. 1, and Result 4 gives the following.
Result 5
I
When + ( u ) C Pprno and G # 0, t,he integral (xvith a,fi > 0 and T chosen so as to allo\v u ( f ) to reach it,s maximum value at. t = T ) I,a =
I i ( t ) + ( U )
.
is positive (except for a constant, t.erm of the form
A limiting case of R.esult 5 is t,he following.
Result 6
When + ( u ) = u, t.he int.egrnl (with a$ > 0 and T chosen so as t o allon-~( t ) attain i h maximum value at
is positive (except for a. constant t,erm of the form
Based on the preceding results, the following theorem generalizes Theorem 3. Its proof resembles the proof of Theorem 3 and is hence not given.
Theorem 4
The system governed by (5) 2 ) The multiplier introduced b>-O'Shea [7] is very general, but the accompanying time domain rest,riction on t,he multiplier is not always easy to verify. The stabilit,y multiplier of the paper contains an RC-RL reflected impedance, and there is no explicit, time domain rest,rict.ion on it.. It. is possible to est,end t,he class of multipliers (for + ( u ) C P.lloJ'pmO) by considering biquadratic funct.ions.
3 ) It has been found that the correlation technique? on extension to the time-varying feedback problem, leads to an inconsequential bound on dk/dt ; na.mely, li ( t ) is either a constant or a. nonincreasing funct,ion of time. However, if the time-var>+ng gain k ( t ) is periodic, one can arrive at useful conditions for absolute stability of the system in terms of a special multiplier; a det.ailed correlationbound analysis is not essent.ia1. This cont.ribution uill appear elsex-here. + 0 3 , + ( G I c p J Observe that for the 1inea.r system, using positive real multipliers alone, it is unlikely that a result better t,han dk/dt 5 2 k ( t ) -eo (for asymptotic stability) can be established.
E. Examples
1) Let
G(S) = S / ( S
2) Let G(s) = s3/(s5 + 5s4 + 4s3 + 3s' + 2s + 5 ) , + ( u ) C P.wo.
Wit,h linear constant feedback, the system is asympt0t. Observe that in the linear time-varying ca.se, because of the third-order zero in G(s), it is not possible t.o find a positive real z ( s ) such that e (s) G (s) is st.rictly positive real. Consequently Gruber and Willems' [SI criterion for the linear time-varying system is not applicable here.
IV. COSCLUSIOW
Sen-absolute st.ability criteria are derived for a nonlinear time-varying feedback system illustrated in Fig. 1 . The classes of the nonlinearities considered are PAW, P.,Io, and Pp7l'o (nit,h n10 2 1). The criteria are expressed in t,erms of a multiplier containing causal and noncausal functions. X significant out,come of the presence of noncausal functions in the mult,iplier is that absolute st,ability oan be established in c a m where a. purely causal mu1t.iplier is ineffective because the phme angle of G(s) is outside the f 9 0 " band in many intervals along the j w asis; in return, dR/dt is to be bounded from beloxv also. Such a lower bound on dk/clt appears to be t.he first of its kind. As in earlier investigations, the causal part of the mult,iplier gives rise to an upper bound on &/dl. These bounds on dk/dt a.re dependent on the form of t.he nonlinearity and the multiplier chosen.
The search for a z(s) to satisfy hypothesis a) of the theorems is ra.ther cumbersome. It would be very useful in practice t.0 have a direct method by which a. candidate for z ( s ) is obtained directJy from t.he phase angle charmt.eristic of G (s) . This is an area deserving st,udy.
